The stimulus for this survey was given by Professor Albert Parry's forthcoming book on the history of the teaching of Russian in this country. Funds for postage, stationery, and a part-time graduate assistant to mail and process the questionnaires were provided by the University of Wisconsin. Over 3,000 questionnaires were sent out to colleges and universities (on the basis of World Almanac and MLA lists) and high schools (on the basis of lists obtained from State FL Supervisors) in the fall of 1966.
Approximately 85% of the institutions contacted responded. Those who did not were sent a follow-up letter. Colleges and universities which failed to respond to the second letter also were sent .a third letter. Still, 'we failed to get a response from 30 colleges and universities which, we assume, have a Russian program. Below are the results of our survey for the colleges and universities. Those for the high schools will be published in the next issue of SEE,.
We are reasonably sure of the figures for first-and second-year Russian. Those for students taking advanced Russian courses and graduate students will have to be much less reliable for several reasons.
A simple questionnaire without a detailed letter of instructions was imperative, if we wanted to be sure of a reasonably quick response from most institutions. HoWever, such a questionnaire cannot possibly suit the many different situations existing at hundreds of institutions which have an advanced Russian program. Thus, many departments could easily report total enrollment in advanced. courses, but would have difficulty in fixing the exact number Of students working toward a minor or a major . in Russian, since most students would be taking more than one Russian course at a time (and some Russian minors or majors might not be taking any courses in the department during a given semester) : The number of graduate students would be more easily obtained, but there would be problems here, too. For instance, in some institutions PhD candidates taking Russian to satisfy a language requirement are. technically taking a graduate-308 SEED, Vol. XI, No. 3 (1967) 309 level course in the department. There are students who do some graduate work in the department while majoring in another field. Cqurses in Russian literature in translation, in Russian civilization, etc., which :re taken by students not majoring (or minoring) in Russian, are another problem.
And there are many more.
As a result of all this, some institutions simply reported the number of AB's, AM's, and PhD's granted during the academic year. A few gave the total "advanced undergraduate" or "graduate" enrollment, rather than the actual number of students involved. We divided these figures by three, assuming that this would bring us reasonably close to the actual number of students in the department (an advanced undergraduate or graduate might be expected to take three courses in the department, on the average).
The figures given below speak for themselves. Regarding comparison with MLA 1965 totals, we are sure that the very slight decline registered is not a real one, but caused solely by the fact that some MLA figures represent total enrollment where ours represent the number of individuals taking Russian.
The compiler of this survey thanks those many correspondents who gave their response a personal note by adding various items of extra information, materials, and comments. An attempt will be made to react to at least some of them.
I
Listed below are the colleges and universities which, according to information received, had a Russian program in the academic year 1966/1967. Added in parentheses at the end of a state entry are those colleges and universities from which we did not receive a reply to our inquiry, but of which we must assume that they have a Russian program. Schools 
